Now available in the United States …

Anti-Aging
Formula
From the Orient
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based on 5,000 years of
longevity secrets!
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If you’d like to feel and look 15 years younger than
you are now, roaring with energy for each new busy day …
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If you’d like to defeat health problems now, and live longer without
dangerous drugs and costly, uncertain surgery … you owe it to
yourself and your family to read this letter now!
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Once you do, it will be like getting to enjoy the best years of your life
all over again, with even more zest and vitality!

Results guaranteed!

Dear Health Conscious Friend,

w

Every week, you and I hear about …
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New anti – cancer drugs … new anti – arthritis drugs … new anti – diabetes drugs, plus new
surgeries to create new hips, new knees, new joints of every kind.

The over 75 million baby boomers are riding oﬀ into the sunset with laser treatments, face
lifts, tummy tucks, expensive exercise equipment and a bucket of pills for every ailment
under the sun.
(continued … )
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There’s only one problem with all the news! The side eﬀects from prescription drugs are killing
us at the rate of 100,000 per year — with one million more drug – related “injuries” every year.
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And the new surgeries are driving up our health insurance rates to the point where only the
mega – rich will be able to aﬀord it. Worse yet, most of the costly surgeries for new joints could
have been easily avoided.
How can you avoid taking toxic drugs with even more toxic side eﬀects …
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How can you ward oﬀ debilitating diseases before they grab hold …
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And when we all suﬀer from the eﬀects of poor air, soil and water?
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How can you avoid costly surgeries that often don’t take or last more than
a year or two …

How can you supercharge your immune system so it’s practically “bug – proof” …
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How can you easily accomplish all this mega – health, when you are constantly
on the go …

The real “take – charge” news is this: It’s now easy!
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You don’t need to eat 2 tons of vegetables every day … drink an ocean of water … pop 100
vitamins and run five miles after work …
But you will want to sample — Risk FREE … the remarkable health benefits found in one
herbal formula based on 5,000 years of longevity secrets.
In my personal search for secrets of health and long
life over the last 30 years, I’ve traveled all over the
world including Eastern Europe, the Amazon Basin
and India. But I found the most powerful, the most
eﬀective, the most amazing immune booster and
longevity formula in China and I call it …
Forever Young +
Because it will help you achieve better health,
better immune function, better energy, not in years,
months … But in a matter of 2 weeks or less!
More on Forever Young + in just one second.
First let me tell you a little bit about the history behind
this formula. You see …
Most new American drugs are tested for only a few
months at best, but this herbal formula has evolved
scientifically out of Traditional Chinese Medicine —
based on 5,000 years of proven medical success!
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Used by a quarter of the world’s population, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) is the oldest
and most eﬀective health care system in the world.

It’s founded on the principles of …
Strengthening your immune system …
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Why does Traditional Chinese Medicine work miracles?

Cleansing all your major organs …

Improving your digestion and breathing.

The ingredients in Forever Young + are an amazingly – powerful blend of 19 healing herbs
clinically – tested in both the United States and China. Each works with diﬀerent body systems
to improve and strengthen overall health — one element at a time.
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For your improved immune response! Astragalus Root relieves stress, improves
energy. Strengthens immune system. Promotes tissue regeneration. Lowers blood pressure.
Improves blood circulation.
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For controlling blood sugar! Lycium Berry nourishes cell tissues for proper
functioning. Controls blood sugar and blood pressure. Stimulates breathing. Promotes
regeneration of liver cells. Helps increase sperm count.
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For your peak performance! Cordyceps is used by world – record breaking Chinese
female athletes. Strengthens the body after exhaustion or long term illness. Improves liver
functions. Reduces cholesterol. Aids in protein metabolism. Improves immune functions.
Inhibits lung carcinomas. Stimulates sex drive.

For beating chronic fatigue! Reishi Mushroom helps those experiencing cancer
treatments, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, chronic fatigue syndrome and AIDS.
Relieves respiratory problems.
For your sustained energy every day! Royal Jelly boosts energy levels and combats
fatigue. It contains ALL the essential amino acids, enzymes, minerals and B vitamins.
Sound too good to be true?
Just consider that in a well – known U.S.
clinical study with 74 men and women
(ages 50 to 77) … 73 out of 74 experienced
dramatic improvements in energy level …
memory performance … brain function …
coordination … and physical strength after
using Forever Young + for just 3 months.

(continued … )
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